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Supplemental Data 1 
This dataset summarizes previously published sets of candidate and high confidence Sfps in D. melanogaster. 
Information for each gene includes: descriptive genomic information from FlyBase (such as chromosomal position, 
updated gene identifiers, predicted protein domains, and gene ontology terms); the type of evidence that supports 
a given gene’s inclusion on the list (either proteomic, transcriptomic, or expressed sequence tag); if transfer to 
females upon mating has been experimentally shown [1]; if that protein has been experimentally identified in the 
mating plug [2]; if at least one transcript encodes a protein with a predicted signal peptide (SignalP5.0 [3]); whether 
that gene has published reproductive functions; which tissues of the male reproductive tract its corresponding 
protein has been experimentally found in [4]. Additional studies that have independently identified the same gene 
as a candidate Sfp are also noted [1,2,4–21]. The “Transferred Supplemental” tab represents those genes found 
transferred to females during mating, but which are likely sperm proteins [1]. The “Non-transferred Supplemental” 
tab are the candidate or low confidence genes which have not been experimentally shown to be transferred to 
females during mating, but have otherwise been shown to be expressed in male reproductive tissues or shown 
expression correlation with known high confidence Sfps (but which lack signal peptides or have predicted cellular 
housekeeping functions, as described in Table S1).  
 
Supplemental Data 2 
This dataset is based on the results of a DIOPT search (https://www.flyrnai.org/diopt [22]) of an input of all 
Drosophila melanogaster Sfps, and output of Homo sapiens proteins. It thus gives matches between the D. 
melanogaster Sfps and human proteins. We supplemented the table by indicating (a) whether Sfps are known to 
have functions in D. melanogaster PCSS, (b) whether the human proteins form part of the seminal plasma 
proteome (taken from reference [23]), (c) the expression patterns of human genes in the prostate and testes and 
how specific their expression is to particular tissues (taken from reference [24]), (d) the ratio of prostate or human 
gene expression relative to the sum of expression in all other organs combined, to indicate genes that are enriched 
in these reproductive tissues (e) functional details of the human proteins (for high and moderate hits only) taken 
from Uniprot [25]. Rows for which there is a high or moderate match between a D. melanogaster Sfp and a human 
gene of reproductive function (either an Sfp or a relevant UniProt function) are coloured light orange (rows 2-217). 
Where there are hits to different isoforms of the same human gene, text is coloured red. The data is ordered 1) by 
whether the D. melanogaster Sfp matches a human reproductive gene (yes>no), 2) whether the human gene is a 
human Sfp (yes>no), 3) DIOPT rank (High>Moderate>Low), and 4) DIOPT score (High>Low). 
  



Supplemental Tables 

Table S1: Characteristics used to differentiate high confidence Sfps from low confidence “candidate” Sfps. There 
are 292 high confidence Sfps, 8 transferred candidate (likely sperm)* proteins, and 313 candidate proteins. Note 
that it possible that genuine Sfps which are made in the seminal vesicle or testis and bind to sperm might be listed 
in the sperm proteome [26]. Sfps, by definition, are proteins secreted by the male reproductive tract that are 
transferred to females during mating as part of the ejaculate. Therefore, the best experimental evidence to support 
the claim that a protein is an Sfp are approaches such as [1] which used heavy nitrogen labelling and proteomics 
to directly identify male-derived transferred proteins in the female. However, owing to relative protein abundance 
and stability, additional lines of evidence (such as accessory gland expression and the presence of a signal 
peptide) may also be useful means of supporting whether or not a particular gene is an Sfp (and are typically used 
in studies of non-model organisms when heavy nitrogen labelling is not feasible or possible). For proteins which 
have not been experimentally verified to be transferred to females, those with the appropriate expression pattern 
(with a signal peptide) should be viewed as more likely candidates than proteins with predicted intracellular 
functions (regardless of whether or not they have a signal peptide). 
 

High Confidence Sfps Candidate Sfps 

Proteins shown experimentally to be transferred to females 
during mating [1,15] 

Proteins transferred to females, but which are likely sperm proteins* 
based on their presence in the Drosophila sperm proteome 

Proteins produced in the male reproductive tract that decrease 
in abundance after mating [16] 

Proteins produced in the male accessory gland without a predicted 
signal peptide (not experimentally shown to be transferred to females) 

Proteins produced in the male accessory gland with a 
predicted signal peptide [4,17–19] 

Proteins produced in the male accessory gland with predicted functions 
relating to cellular housekeeping or other vital intracellular processes 
(not experimentally shown to be transferred to females) 

Proteins identified in the mating plug with a predicted signal 
peptide [2] 

 

Genes that show expression correlation with known Sfps with 
a predicted signal peptide (“guilt by association”) [20] 

 

 
  



Table S2: D. melanogaster Sfp genes matched to human seminal plasma and non-seminal plasma genes, using 
high and moderate confidence DIOPT hits. The full human proteome (20,050 proteins) was derived from reference 
[24]. Human seminal plasma genes are strongly overrepresented among the D. melanogaster hits to the human 
proteome, almost 3 times higher than expected by chance (proportion test; χ21 = 241.2, p < 0.001). 
 

 Hits No hits 

Human seminal plasma genes 110 2036 

Human other genes 169 17735 

 
  



Supplemental Figures 

 

 

Figure S1: Expression dynamics of high confidence Sfps in D. melanogaster: expression specificity in male tissues 
as measured by Tau (which ranges from 0-1, corresponding to broad expression and complete tissue specificity, 
respectively [27]) plotted against log-transformed expression values from male accessory gland tissue (FlyAtlas2.0 
[28]). The points are colored by the year in which a given Sfp was identified. Many of the earliest identified Sfps 
have extremely high expression in, and are highly specific to, the male accessory gland. The Sfps noted in 
Supplemental Data 2 as having a role in PCSS are labeled (note: lectin46Ca and lectin46Cb are the same genes 
as CG1652 and CG1656, respectively.) 

  



 

 

Figure S2: Functional protein classes (derived from FlyBase) associated with the 292 high confidence Drosophila 
Sfps. 

 
  



 

 
 
Figure S3: Dot plots of GO enrichment terms (A—Molecular Function; B—Biological Process) of high confidence 
Sfps in Drosophila using ClusterProfiler [29]. The input gene set was the list of Sfps, while the background set was 
all genes within the Drosophila genome. The size of each dot indicates the number of genes associated with a 
given term, and the color indicates the Benjamini-Hochberg-adjusted p-value. GeneRatio is the number of genes 
with a given term divided by the number of input genes. 
 
  



 

 
 
Figure S4: Dot plots of GO enrichment terms (A—Molecular Function; B—Biological Process; C—Cellular 
Compartment) of candidate Sfps in Drosophila using ClusterProfiler [29]. The input gene set was the list of 
candidate Sfps, while the background set was all genes within the Drosophila genome. The size of each dot 
indicates the number of genes associated with a given term, and the color indicates the Benjamini-Hochberg-
adjusted p-value. GeneRatio is the number of genes with a given term divided by the number of input genes. 
Criteria for classification into the two lists was consistently applied, and enrichment of terms related to cellular 
function, metabolism, and intracellular compartments suggest many of these genes are not truly Sfps. 
  



 

 
 
Figure S5: Inferred site of synthesis or storage of 72 high confidence Sfps based on proteomics of dissected male 
reproductive tract tissues (ED—Ejaculatory Duct; TS—Testes; AG—Accessory Gland; EB—Ejaculatory Bulb 
[4,16]). Of these 72 proteins, the majority are derived from the male accessory gland, though there are Sfps specific 
to other male tissues, such as the ejaculatory duct and bulb. 
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